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Dr Zona MD; Effect Of Vaccines On Immune 
System Strength - Why Do ER Doctors Never 
Get Sick? People Getting Flu Vaccine Emit 630 
Percent More Flu Virus Into Air - Why Is US Only 
Country With Drug Ads On Mass Media? 
Debunking The Allopathic Germ Theory 
Dr Zona MD; Effect Of Vaccines On Immune System Strength - Why Do ER Doctors Never Get Sick? People
Getting Flu Vaccine Emit 630 Percent More Flu Virus Into Air - Why Is US  Only Country With Drug Ads On Mass
Media? Debunking The Allopathic Germ Theory 

This article quotes and interviews various medical doctors. These medical doctors debunk the many misleading
and deceptive basic  pseudoscience fake news stories on the mass media that  vaccines magically  'prevent'
diseases.  These  doctors  disprove  the  claim  that  vaccines  magically  increase  immune  system strength  via
injecting toxic heavy metal  and chemical poisons, plus foreign DNA fragments, as well as other 'contaminants'.

This article debunks the herd immunity theory, the hormesis theory, the germ theory, and the bogus history of
vaccines as presented by the vaccine industry via reports, analysis, data, evidence, scientific studies, medical
studies and information provided by medical doctors. It also exposes the dark underbelly of the CDC and the
corrupted for profit fear based medical industrial monopoly. 

The 5 pillars that the entire medical/dental/vaccine industrial complex is built on via the hormesis theory consist
of;

Patented Synthetic Drugs
Ionizing Radiation
Heavy Metal Poisons/Chemicals
Vaccines
Antibiotics

If you don't know about the hormesis theory, you need to learn about it, because it affects you and your family in
very direct and negative ways. Are you ready to dive in and explore the actual real life medical/scientific data and
evidence around how these pillars work or don't work?

THE HORMESIS THEORY IS USED BY MANY TOXIC INDUSTRIES, INCLUDING
THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY AND THE MEDICAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

There are MANY industries that get away with lying by promoting the quack hormesis theory, which states that
toxic chemicals, ionizing radiation, heavy metal poisons are all harmless, and/or good for human health.
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Let's tackle the pillar made up of ionizing radiation and heavy
metal poison related hormesis theory first. 

Go deeper

Radium; The Epic Story That Disproves Hormesis And Medical Radiation Theory First Proposed By Madame
Curie, Radium Was Banned, Why Not All Other Ionizing Radioactive Heavy Metal Poisons?
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/02/radium.html

Ann  Coulter,  Forbes,  Conca,  Corbett  Report,  David  Icke,  Dutchsinse  All  Agree;  Fukushima  Disaster  Never
Happened,  And/Or  More  Heavy Metal  Radioactive Poison Is  Good For  You,  Mass Media  And Pro Nuclear
Industry Hormesis Theory Promoting Propaganda
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/08/ann-coulter-says-more-radiation-is-good.html

The hormesis theory does not work around ionizing radiation any better than it does with heavy metal poisons,
chemicals  or  foreign  DNA,  much  less  all  of  the  contaminants  that  are  in  vaccines.  Let's  go  deeper.

WHY DO ER DOCTORS ALMOST NEVER GET SICK, DESPITE BEING EXPOSED TO
THE WORST FLU VIRUSES, BACTERIAL INFECTIONS, FUNGUS INFECTIONS AND
SUPER BUGS? 

If the theory about viruses being dangerous due to people being infected and then spreading it around by contact
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with  other  people is  true,  then the most  dangerous and most  infectious  person in  the world  should be the
Emergency Room medical doctors and nurses, right? 

ER Doctors and nurses are exposed to deadly superbugs, flu viruses and deadly bacteria on a daily basis. 

So why don't they get sick constantly, due to exposure on a constant never ending basis to all kinds of the most
deadly germs and infections?

Why do these ER medical doctors almost never get sick? 

Why do they not pass on all of these bugs that they are exposed to, because there is no way to 'vaccinate' these
people against all of the things that they are exposed to? 

ER doctors and clinics/hospitals would be the people and places where anyone not infected and not vaccinated
would catch all kinds of diseases due to their lack of vaccinations, correct? But that theory has not been proven
to be true.

DISPROVING AND DEBUNKING THE GERM THEORY

Modern medicine teaches doctors that all germs are bad and must be killed, via a war on all germs. Antibiotics
and vaccines are the only things that work against bad germs, or so the public and medical students are told.
Since all germs are bad, they must be eliminated completely and everything must be sanitized, sterilized and
purified. To some extent this theory is true.. bad germs do exist and it is a good idea to follow protocols for not
transmitting  diseases,  etc.

But..... then why do we have things like this happening?

ER Doctor never gets flu shot, never gets the flu and doubts the fear mongering stories put out by CDC
and vaccine companies
VIDEO; https://www.facebook.com/VaXismNEWS/videos/937766959699677/

Jon  Rappoport Basic  vaccine  lies  in  the  world  of  fake  news
First of all, a child with a strong immune system will exile illnesses like measles or flu without incident. If he does
become sick, his immune defense system will swing into high gear, mount a full inflammatory response, and the
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acute phase of illness will fade away. There are millions of such examples throughout recent history.

If a person has a weak and compromised immune system, vaccination is not going to cure that fact.

In the best presentation of conventional vaccine theory, a shot in the arm brings on antibodies, which are scouts
for the immune system. They broadcast alerts: “Invaders detected.” But if the rest of the “immune army” is weak,
what good are alerts? No good at all. Thus, a compromised immune system is a problem that can’t be solved by
vaccination.
https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2018/01/29/basic-vaccine-lies-in-the-world-of-fake-news/#respond

Not all germs are bad, evil or to be avoided at all costs. The human body is made up of 'germs' which live both in
the gut and in the bloodstream. Antibiotics kill all of the bad along with the good germs, which then results in
fungal infections, and/or more severe infections due to a weakened immune system. Vaccines actually distort
and weaken the immune system as well, as do patent drugs, radiation and chemo. The goal of a sustainable
health caring system should be to STRENGTHEN the immune system, not weaken, distort, or kill it.

THERE ARE TEN TIMES MORE BACTERIA IN THE BODY THAN THERE ARE 
HUMAN CELLS, BUT SOMEHOW THEY DON'T KILL US; WHY IS THAT? 

According to microbiologist Bonnie Bassler in her TED Talk, “..You have an amazing interaction with [bacterial]
critters… [There are] ten times more bacterial  cells than human cells in or on a human being… you have a
hundred times more bacterial  genes playing a role in you or  on you for..life… I think of  you as 99 percent
bacterial… These are incredibly important. They keep us alive. They cover us in an invisible body armor that
keeps environmental insults out. They digest our food. They make vitamins. They actually educate your immune
system on how to keep bad microbes out.” 

TED TALK: Bonnie Bassler: The secret, social lives of bacteria
VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVfmUfr8VPA 18 min

TED Bonnie Bassler discovered that  bacteria "talk" to each other, using a chemical language that lets them
coordinate defense and mount attacks.  The find has stunning implications for  medicine,  industry  --  and our
understanding of ourselves.

Go deeper

Debunking The Louis Pasteur Monomorphism Germ Theory With Scientific Live Cell Observation - Stem Cells -
NY  Times;  Shape  Shifting  Bacteria  -  Antoine  Bechamp  Discovers  Toxic  Terrain  Theory  Of  Pleomorphism,
Detoxification, Cell Regeneration, Confirmed Via Cytology And Microbiology
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2019/05/debunking-louis-pasteur-monomorphism.html

THE GERM THEORY IS DEBUNKED BY SIMPLE FACT OF CHILDREN PLAYING IN 
THE DIRT AND GETTING MUDDY

‘THE DIRT CURE:’ WHY HUMAN HEALTH DEPENDS ON SOIL HEALTH
MARCH 4, 2018 A GREEN ROAD DAILY NEWS
In her book, Shetreat-Klein writes:

Gut, immune and nervous system—and the many microbes therein—are a direct reflection of the food we eat
and where that food comes from, from the soil it’s grown in to the water it swims in to the synthetic chemicals that
it’s bathed in.

Fresh food, microbes (that’s right, germs) and elements of nature—soil, sunshine, water, and fresh air—make
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children resilient and prevent or reverse their illness.

In “The Dirt Cure,” Shetreat-Klein reveals the shocking contents of children’s food and how it’s greatly harming
their bodies. She also offers solutions, including an organic diet rich in fruits and veggies, and how to encourage
your child to get out in nature and play in the dirt.

Kids have the natural ability to be healthy, we just have to give them the tools
to do so, she says.
via Organic Consumers ‘The Dirt Cure:’ Why Human Health Depends on Soil Health

Chris  Kirckof Research shows that a  home with a furry friend can reduce the likelihood of childhood
allergies  by  14  percent.  Anyone  who  has  ever  wiped  down  muddy  paw  prints  knows  dogs  aren’t
necessarily the cleanest family members, but the extra dirt and allergens a dog introduces to a home
actually boosts immune system chemicals in their human companions. Likewise microbes in the soil
build up our immune system and help defend us.

Do  you  know  what  doesn't  build  up  an  immune  system?  Toxic  injections  of  mercury,  aluminum,
formeldahyde, eagle medium, bovine serum, polysorbate, e-coli, and sacrificial human dna." 

To be sure, AGR is not supporting kids playing in dirt that has been contaminated with garbage, feces, heavy
metals, chemicals, dangerous object such as needles or any man made substance. Why is it ok for kids to be
playing on the beach (dirt) and in the ocean? Why do most parents today believe that it is not ok for kids to play
in an organic garden in the same way on a rainy day, nor splash around in rain puddles out in the wilderness?

Go deeper

Finding Out How Vaccines Are Made Will Definitely Disgust You, Germ Theory Debunked, No Allergy Testing Of
Children Before Injecting Them With Things That May Trigger Fatal Allergic Reaction, Shocking Testimony About
Vaccines
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/shocking-testimony-about-vaccines.html
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THE WAR AGAINST ALL GERMS WITH ANTIBIOTICS HAS BEEN LOST AND IS
PART OF THE DEBUNKED GERM THEORY

The germ theory is another one of those things that is being debunked by actual medical and scientific studies.
Many people in the modern medical monopoly believe that vaccines alone can protect a person living with feces
and garbage a foot thick covering the streets, which is not true.

Another part of the belief system around the germ theory is a mortal fear of all germs due to the fear mongering
on TV and by the medical industrial complex. The medical monopoly claims that the use of toxic chemicals,
radiation, and sanitizers that wipe out germs, plus antibiotics will protect everyone and do no harm. But the entire
theory of fighting bad bugs with chemicals, ionizing radiation and antibiotics is flawed.

How Nuclear Industry, Radiation, Antibiotics, Vaccines, Factory Farms, Bio Weapons Labs, Etc, Are Creating 
Mutated, Strengthened SUPER DEADLY Bacteria And Viruses; MRSA, Ebola, AIDS, etc
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/07/low-dose-radiation-and-antibiotics.html

Bottom line, supporting a strong immune system via natural health modalities, nutrition via organic foods, plus a
healthy, clean lifestyle, while also being in direct contact with chemical/toxin/heavy metal poison free dirt are
much more important factors if the goal is a sustainable health caring system. 

Remember  that  the  medical  industrial  complex  addresses  mainly  symptoms,  not  root  causes.

The valid part of the germ theory is that germs can be transmitted by sick people who then infect others. Washing
hands, proper sanitation/sterilization of dishes that are used in common with something like boiling water/steam,
vermin control, proper sanitation by getting rid of contaminated garbage, and sewage treatment systems are all
part of what really works to 'clean the tank', and thus reduce the disease transmission rates. Disease rates went
way down thanks to these cleaner environment methods, way before vaccines were introduced. When doctors
started washing their hands before seeing each patient, that did more to reduce the death rate in hospitals than
vaccines  ever  will.

Combine better nutrition, antibiotics, vitamins, sanitation, garbage collection, vermin control and what do you get?
Vaccines had little or NOTHING to do with the reduction in communicable disease, immune strength, or in the
reduction of diseases by 90 percent or more, before vaccines were even introduced. 
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MEDICAL DOCTOR TELLS CDC AND MASS MEDIA TO STOP WITH THE FEAR
MONGERING AND PANIC INDUCEMENT, WITH THE DARK MOTIVE OF PROFIT
BEHIND IT
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Stop the fear mongering and panic inducement in order to sell Big Pharma products, including flu vaccine, says
doctor 
VIDEO https://www.facebook.com/United4Truth/videos/532383597134784/

Go deeper

Vaccine Safety - FOIA UK Documents Reveal 30 Years of Cover Up And Deceptions, CDC Covering Up, Hiding
Documents Around Unsafe Vaccines, Harm That They Cause, Obama Allowed CDC To Declare Documentation
'Non Existent', Despite Being There
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/08/vaccines-foia-uk-documents-reveal-30.html

Various government agencies, including the CDC, promote adding flouride to drinking water, due to the hormesis
theory. Once again, the hormesis theory is debunked, by Erin Brockovich, who took this to court and won. Toxic
man made chemicals and heavy metals do not create health when added to the body.

Erin Brockovich On Water Fluoridation Problems Such As Lead Leaching, Additives Or Contaminates Such As
Lead, Arsenic, 1,2-Dichlorobenzene, Iodine,  Black Particles; Fluoride Poisoning Body Signs, Nuclear Bombs,
Harold Hodges, AEC
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2015/02/flouride-poisoning-body-signs-nuclear.html

JAMA  STUDY  FINDS  FLU  VACCINE  IS  ACTUALLY  KILLING  MORE  SENIORS
THAN 'SAVING THEM; WHAT A SHOCK! 

JAMA Study: Flu Shots Are Killing Elderly Citizens In Record Numbers
QUOTE JUNE 5, 2019 A GREEN ROAD DAILY NEWS LEAVE A COMMENT
According  to  data  collected  by the study,  60 percent  of  people  aged 65-years  and over  have a  massively
increased risk of death if they receive the flu shot.
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Sharyl  Attkisson,  former investigative  journalist  for  CBS,  says the study highlights  how those vaccines may
actually be killing lives rather than saving them.

Inquisitr.com reports: In her blog, Attkisson cites
a buried JAMA study from almost a decade ago which showed that there was no improvement in mortality rates
among senior citizens with a flu vaccine, even after greatly increased vaccination rates. The study “got little
attention,” she says, “because the science came down on the wrong side.”

Whereas the researchers had set out to prove that the push for massive flu vaccination would save the world, the
researchers were “astonished” to find that the data did not support their presupposition at all. The data actually
shows that deaths increased, not decreased, among seniors following vaccination.
via NewsPunch JAMA Study: Flu Shots Are Killing Elderly Citizens In Record Numbers

 STUDY SAYS THAT PEOPLE WHO GET FLU OR OTHER VACCINE EMIT THAT
VIRUS  INTO  THE  AIR,  WHICH  CAN  AND  DOES  INFECT  OTHERS,  THUS
DEBUNKING HERD IMMUNITY AND VACCINE SAFETY THEORY

It  is  a  basic  fact  that  vaccines  can and do mutate after  a
person is vaccinated, and then those viruses are shed by that person, thus infecting others with that virus. 

Any person who has done their  research  into vaccines knows this  basic  truth (that  vaccinated  people  and
children shed those viruses),  which debunks the 'herd immunity'  theory, because vaccinated people actually
spread the very disease that they are being vaccinated against for up to two weeks after being vaccinated.

A shocking new scientific  study published in the Proceedings of the National  Academy of Sciences
(PNAS) has found that people who have received the flu shot emit 630% more flu virus into the air,
proving  it's  more  dangerous  than  non-vaccinated  individuals.  The  new  evidence  revealed  in  the
documents prove that flu vaccines spread the flu, thus the “herd immunity” is a medical hoax because
the herd” are actually carrying and spreading influenza.
Read more at: http://www.theneonnettle.com/news/3683-study-630-more-flu-virus-particles-spread-by-people-
who-received-flu-shot
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Go deeper, and explore once again how the hormesis theory does not work.

#Risks Versus #Benefits Of #Flu #Vaccines; #Mercury In Vaccines Or #Dental #Amalgam Is Still #Poison, 
Medical Professionals Report - Why Do Vaccine Makers Need #Immunity From #Lawsuits? Why 69 
#Vaccinations By Age 18? #Hormesis #Theory Debunked
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/10/risks-versus-benefits-of-flu-vaccines.html

DR PALEVSKY MD DISPROVES THE GERM THEORY VIA MENINGITIS VACCINE
MYTH

vactruth.com Dr. Lawrence B. Palevsky, MD, explains why it doesn't make sense to get injected with the 
meningitis vaccine.

"There is a common misconception in our society that if we don't see a specific disease in the community, like
meningitis, we are led to believe that the germ that causes that disease is either not present in the body, or not
present in the environment. This is unfortunate thinking, because it is incorrect.

The surfaces of our bodies are filled with trillions of bacteria lining the skin, nose, sinuses, mouth, throat, ear
canals, intestines, and airway. Where do they come from to inhabit our bodies? From the air. And, where do the 4
Neisseria meningitidis bacteria exist in the environment, that are then used to make the meningitis vaccine? In
the air. And, where do these bacteria exist in our bodies because we breathe in the air? In the nose, sinuses,
mouth, throats, and ear canals of our children, and in us. And what's the likelihood that children, by the time they
are vaccinated with the meningitis vaccine at 11 or 17 years of age, have breathed in these 4 bacteria that then
become a natural part of the multitude of bacteria that line their noses, sinuses, throats, mouths and ear canals?
Extremely likely.

Think about it. Children are exposed to trillions of bacteria that line the surfaces of their bodies without these
bacteria causing any diseases, and we're saying that because the children haven't yet had meningitis from these
4 bacteria, they somehow haven't been exposed to them by the time the vaccine is given? Unlikely.

It stands to reason then, that from a statistical perspective, children are more than likely to have been exposed to
these 4 bacteria, perhaps long before they are vaccinated between the ages of 11 and 17, along with the trillions
of other bacteria lining their bodies, and somehow they have managed to not get sick from them. Somehow, the
immune systems lining their upper airways don't perceive that these bacteria are a threat by their presence, or by
the presence of the trillions of other organisms lining the upper airway.

It is silly to think that the 4 bacteria in the Neisseria meningitidis family that are included in the meningitis vaccine
are the only 4 bacteria in the environment that children have somehow found a way not to be exposed to by the
time they go to college, despite there being a colonization of trillions of bacteria along the surfaces of their bodies
that make their way into the body just by breathing and living. So, if meningitis is to occur, it's not going to happen
because children are suddenly exposed to these 4 bacteria. It takes more than the exposure to bacteria to cause
disease. There are multiple other factors, that have nothing to do with the presence of these bacteria, that make
children susceptible to developing meningitis.

Another unfortunate misconception is that the injection of these 4 Neisseria bacteria into our children's bodies will
somehow protect them from getting meningitis by helping them to produce antibodies to the bacteria. It won't
necessarily. And, here's why:

Antibodies are not the only way in which our immune systems are protected from bacterial diseases. Think about
the trillions of bacteria that are lining the surfaces of our body. We co-exist with these bacteria. Our immune
systems are in constant contact with these bacteria. Yet, we don't produce antibodies to every one of the trillions
of bacteria that are on the surfaces of our bodies, and we seem to be protected from getting sick from them.
That's right. We are covered in trillions of bacteria, lining the surfaces of our bodies, and we are protected by
them without having antibodies to maintain that protection.

How is it then, that our bodies are not threatened by these bacteria? How is it that we don't get immediate or
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frequent diseases from exposure to these bacteria?

As it turns out, we have a protective immune system along the surfaces of our bodies that can protect us from
disease, without the need for antibodies to perform this protective role. There are aspects of the communication
between our immune systems and the trillions of the bacteria we are exposed to, that identify the bacteria as
"friendly,"  and  signal  the  immune  system  to  recognize  them  and  be  protected  by  them  at  the  same
time......without the need for antibodies to fulfill this protective role.

Antibodies are not the be-all and end-all of protection from diseases. To inject these bacteria, with the thinking
that the production of antibodies against them is going to be the best means by which we are protected from
them, is short-sighted and lacking in understanding of how our immune systems work. So, just because the
vaccine catalyzes the immune systems in our children to produce antibodies, doesn't fully mean that our children
are going to be protected from getting the disease.

Lastly, the lack of safety studies re: this vaccine is a huge concern, not to mention the increased incidence of
neurological complications, such as Guillan-Barre syndrome in adolescents and adults who receive this vaccine.
And, where are the safety profiles of what happens to the immune systems of our children when they are injected
with  the vaccine ingredients? They are non-existent,  and all  efforts  are made to divert  attention from these
scientific questions by the system that manufactures, recommends, and sells these vaccines to the public.

It's simply a vaccine that doesn't make medical sense."

DEBUNKING THE FALSE BELIEF IN VACCINES NOT CAUSING ANY HARM IN
CHILDREN, EVER

GreenMedInfo.com A groundbreaking drug safety study published in the open access journal PLoS and titled,
"Adverse Drug Reactions of Spontaneous Reports in Shanghai Pediatric Population," has revealed for the first
that  that  42.5% of  all  reported  adverse  drug reactions  occurring  in  2009 in  a  Chinese pediatric  population
(Shanghai, pop of 17 mil) were caused by vaccines, with reactions as severe as anaphylaxis and death."

HUMAN  FETAL  DNA  is  being  injected  into  babies;  what  could  go  wrong?
https://www.facebook.com/vaccinetruth/photos/p.10155541528267989/10155541528267989/?type=3&theater

https://www.facebook.com/vaccinetruth/photos/p.10155541528267989/10155541528267989/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/greenmedinfo/?hc_ref=ARSaqLmZmzh7zBG72C71FhVJoWPkQSeahF5UvfVqtikMSe9i9-I9wJiXA8D4TkAup2k&fref=nf


To investigate if 'foreign' DNA being injected causes harm, what would be the experiment to set up to prove or
disprove the harm caused by vaccines which contain human fetus DNA? What medical tests would have to be
done, before a baby receives any foreign DNA, and then after they are injected with multiple vaccine shots
containing foreign DNA?

vactruth.com “But My Child Is Fine”!!! “Vaccines didn’t affect my child”!!!

Every  vaccine's  effect  is  both  additive  and
cumulative, such that the internal toxic load will eventually reach a threshold at which severe immune dysfunction
will manifest in symptom display; these symptoms are subsequently assigned multifarious diagnostic labels (e.g.,
lupus,  Guillain-Barre,  ASD,  ADHD,  schizophrenia,  etc.).  This  threshold  is  different  for  disparate  people,
depending upon genetic predisposition (specifically the ability to detoxify), diet, microbiome status, among other
variables.

However, don’t at all begin to think that your child has escaped the deleterious impacts of vaccines. These
vaccines are mutagenic, carcinogenic, and contain certain ingredients that have undergone toxicological

analyses which demonstrate brain inflammation.

https://www.facebook.com/vaccinetruth/?hc_ref=ARQzlkIzJzKuoDVcMTLrrqKdChMCt1GHnjQcKN56iDn0HtKmmhSskD-_7krvV34Bk60&fref=nf
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-mCZHLxsclPU/Wp23eNyg5gI/AAAAAAABhcQ/F6UbXBBq79w7Od3Yna088kSezyWAWp1uQCLcBGAs/s1600/MMR%2Bvaccine%2Bcontains%2BDNA%2Bfrom%2Bhuman%2Bfetuses%2Bvactruth.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-F1-6ESrtkBE/Wp2suIvWStI/AAAAAAABhb4/5e6TNVXlkagV6B8CdAlxe-EUG-P0F0bsACLcBGAs/s1600/vaccines%2Bquestion%2Bfor%2Bpediatricians%2Bwhere%2Bis%2Bstudy%2Bshowing%2B69%2Bvaccines%2Bdont%2Bcause%2Bdamage%2Bto%2Bchildren%2Bdoctor%2BMD%2Bquote%2BBeka%2BMc.jpg


While fetus and developing child are most susceptible, all people are vulnerable to significant damages.

Tumorigenic cell lines are utilized in the production of various vaccines. If you’re wondering why there is
a childhood epidemic of leukemia, it could be due (partially) to the leukemia T cell line!

Source for Tumorigenic cell lines:
https://www.nvic.org/…/nv…/pdf/fda/fda-briefing-09192012.pdf

https://www.nvic.org/cmstemplates/nvic/pdf/fda/fda-briefing-09192012.pdf
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tTDXpMrG330/XPf2LWC1_bI/AAAAAAACEUE/DMGN1PMNcqg-65P5vT24cydC1729BUtHACLcBGAs/s1600/Flu%2Bvaccine%2Bshot%2Bmercury%2Bppb%2Bcompared%2Bto%2Bdrinking%2Bwater%2Bhazardous%2Bwaste%2BMichelle%2BGdula.jpg


THE VACCINE COURT CHART BELOW PROVES VACCINES CAUSE HARM AND
DEATHS

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-C1xtATU-idA/XPf2LUPaMII/AAAAAAACEUA/vV5eMUjYUe8mgput5TMXdKbzBgNYoJ_qACLcBGAs/s1600/flu%2Bvaccine%2Bmercury%2Band%2Bthe%2Bbrain%2Bdr%2Bblaylock%2Bmd.jpg


WHAT IS THE RISK OF DYING FROM MEASLES? 

The false logic used by vaccine industrial complex around measles and other diseases, in order to justify forcing
everyone to get mandatory vaccine shots is astounding in it's illogical logic. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Nu8Dc4Ql_SE/Wp2tCtdQBbI/AAAAAAABhb8/JckHGvEiUKQ8tZEaBd1Bmpb6oC-XKXdNACLcBGAs/s1600/Vaccine%2BVAERS%2BTable%2Bof%2BNegative%2BSide%2BEffects%2BDiseases%2BCaused%2BBy%2BVaccines%2BRAGE.png


Chris Kirckof Did you know around 450 people a year also die from falling out of bed...that's more deaths than
from measles BEFORE the vaccine was introduced. 

Again...more people die from the fall from their bed than did from measles in 1962. 

So go to your bed and slide the mattress to the ground so it's nice and low. Wow...I just saved more lives than
vaccines ever will."

Cristina Bolocan Ok...  this is a copy-paste from Google...  this is serious! Are they going to come up with a
vaccine against ignorance?! Analyzing medical death rate data over an eight-year period, Johns Hopkins patient
safety experts have calculated that more than 250,000 deaths per year are due to medical error in the U.S. Their
figure, published May 3 in The BMJ, surpasses the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's (CDC's)
third leading ...May 3, 2016
Study Suggests Medical Errors Now Third Leading Cause of Death ...

HOW  TO  PREVENT  MEASLES  INFECTIONS  AND  DEATHS;  SOMETHING  YOU
WILL NEVER HEAR ON THE MASS MEDIA OR FROM MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
INTENT ON PROFITING FROM EXPENSIVE INJECTION RITES

What would be a cost effective measure to introduce and mandate for public health reasons, in order to eliminate
risk of measles infections and deaths, which does not cause any harm either? 

Chris  Kirckof Thank  the  CDC  for  clearing  that  up!  Mortality  from  diseases  is  about  malnutrition  and  the
deficiencies it creates in the body. Last time I checked the human body doesn't  require mercury, aluminum,
monkey kidney cells, fetal dna, bovine serum or easgle medium to survive.
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/18/9/11-1701_article

Vaccines are not so much about health, nor about preventing anything, but what they are about is a toxic ritual or
a rite, much like baptism, or reading the last rites as a person is dying, etc. What really works in the real world is

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/18/9/11-1701_article
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=13953117
https://www.facebook.com/cbolocan1?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=13953117
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ZVaw0_uOhKc/Wp4nHyOV5xI/AAAAAAABhdQ/fobK6eDKueIA2a9f_d_FqqUyBIe3Dg4iwCLcBGAs/s1600/risk%2Bof%2Bdying%2Bfrom%2Bmeasles%2BChris%2BKirckof.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-1r2Ey04mU1M/Wp4n5i9TdxI/AAAAAAABhdY/DkofWPzzL2QWeYQ-JKDim1PDcbxPB2alwCLcBGAs/s1600/Measles%2Blinked%2Bto%2Black%2Bof%2Bvitamin%2Ba%2Bby%2BCDC%2BChris%2BKirckof.jpg


ignored, but what does not work is focused on and obsessed over, with lots of fear thrown in for good measure. 

AMERICA  IS  THE  ONLY  CIVILIZED  NATION  IN  THE  WORLD  WITHOUT  A
UNIVERSAL HEALTHCARE SYSTEM; WHY IS THAT?

Big Think Science Rob Riemen — founder and president of the Nexus Institute — posits that the type and level of
toxicity  in  today's  political  climate  is  a  breeding  ground  for  fascism.  He  argues  that  most  people  in  fully
democratic . He argues that most people in fully democratic Germany in the early 1930's didn't think that by
decade's end they'd be a fully fascist country, and goes further to say that perhaps history will look back on the
2016 American election in the same way. Is he correct? You be the judge.
VIDEO https://www.facebook.com/BigThinkScience/videos/1450581851720601/

Richard Salvucci We don’t have a national health care system in the United States because our politicians are
bribed by the medical/industrial complex AND they are basically spineless."

Got  a  medical  monopoly  and  no  free  choice?  What  happens  when  corporations  dominate  and  control  the
government?

Got fascism?

https://www.facebook.com/richard.salvucci.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/BigThinkScience/videos/1450581851720601/
https://www.facebook.com/Nexusinstituut/?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/BigThinkScience/?hc_ref=ARR1hmseH3WlxAXPQOgmULE42_tIIdM1e4fsO22MtWFP3VI3IL7sQuUF3em2f5jB8N0
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-L_CfC62A6kk/WpqyV6QYwwI/AAAAAAABhTE/SWhqghvzDs0dxKnniK5V0DM0h5R-WCOEwCLcBGAs/s1600/Universal%2Bcare%2Bmany%2Bnations%2BUS%2Bneeds%2Bit%2BSue%2BCohen.jpg


VACCINES WERE ONLY INTRODUCED AFTER 90  to  99  PERCENT OF DEATHS
FROM  DISEASES  HAD  ALREADY  BEEN  ELIMINATED,  BUT  VACCINE
MANUFACTURERS TOOK ALL OF THE CREDIT FOR THIS

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-PhPGhZtoJsk/WprWeCl_KMI/AAAAAAABhWA/5ibUrNKXdD4Jh6E5gt6k07UAajoKO3OYQCLcBGAs/s1600/Fascism%2Bgrowth%2Bof%2Bcorporate%2Bpower%2Bquote%2BZoilita%2BGrant.jpg


Jon Rappoport Basic vaccine lies in the world of fake news
“The combined death rate from scarlet fever, diphtheria, whooping cough and measles among children
up to fifteen shows that nearly 90 percent of the total decline in mortality between 1860 and 1965 had
occurred before the introduction of antibiotics and widespread immunization. In part, this recession may
be attributed to improved housing and to a decrease in the virulence of micro-organisms, but by far the
most important factor was a higher host-resistance due to better nutrition.” (Ivan Illich, Medical Nemesis,
Bantam Books, 1977)
https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2018/01/29/basic-vaccine-lies-in-the-world-of-fake-news/#respond

Combine better nutrition, antibiotics, vitamins, sanitation, garbage collection, vermin control and what do you get?
Vaccines have little or NOTHING to do with the reduction in communicable disease, immune strength, or the
reduction in diseases. 

Go deeper and explore why the hormesis theory does not work around vaccines, any better than it does around
ionizing radiation or heavy metal poisons. 

Dr. Russell Blaylock MD Discusses Vaccine Dangers, Toxicity, Contaminants, Heavy Metals, Links To Diseases 
And Epidemics, Vaccine Industry Promotes Hormesis Theory That Poisons/Toxins Are Good For Everyone, And 
All People Need More
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/dr-russell-blaylock-md-discusses.html

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/dr-russell-blaylock-md-discusses.html
https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2018/01/29/basic-vaccine-lies-in-the-world-of-fake-news/#respond
https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/author/jonrappoport/
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ZprirRMpeSw/WpqzDgfApPI/AAAAAAABhTM/5JEGczJxP-suqk5rTfC7hJdIVZXTIHCIwCLcBGAs/s1600/CDC%2BChart%2Bvaccines%2Band%2Bdeath%2Brates.JPG


The medical and scientific studies have shown that diseases and deaths actually increase when vaccines are
used in an entire population. 

MASS MEDIA CENSORS AND TOSSES ANY VIEW THAT DISAGREES WITH THE
FOR  PROFIT  MEDICAL  MONOPOLY  FEAR  MONGERING,  EVEN  IF  THAT  IS
COMING FROM A MEDICAL DOCTOR

Dee Latta Physician's OATH: FIRST, DO NO HARM!!

"If you shut up truth and bury it under the ground, it will but grow, and gather to itself such
explosive power, that the day it bursts through it will blow up everything in its way." -- EMILE

ZOLA

https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4oB9afz5VR0/Wpq5rQKWoNI/AAAAAAABhT4/HOh_sMjYWlYD94ac1BQMfpZ4qhVUQQ8VACLcBGAs/s1600/vaccine%2Bdangers%2Bmedical%2Bdoctor%2Bcensored%2Btaboo%2Breport%2BDee%2BLatta.jpg


PEDIATRICIAN WITH 13,000 CHILDREN IN HIS PRACTICE STATES THAT 
UNVACCINATED CHILDREN IN HIS PRACTICE ARE MUCH HEALTHIER THAN 
THE FULLY VACCINATED ONES; WHY IS THAT? 

Most doctors and nurses are totally ignorant about what they are doing and don't know anything about it. Medical
and nursing schools for the most part never teach students anything about vaccines or drugs, other than they are
good and must be made mandatory (which makes more profit). 

Get in a conversation with your medical professional  and ask them how much research they have done on
vaccines, and what is inside of them, how they are made, negative side effects, etc. 

Dee Latta “"I took my daughter to urgent care tonight, the Dr. said "so you haven’t at all vaccinated your daughter
in 5 years?”

I stated “No, absolutely not!”

He proceeded to ask why.

It took me about 30 minutes to explain why. 

At the end of our conversation, he asked “what’s a vaccine insert?” 

I told him.

https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ZdeoIkVemG0/Wpq9pQuXv-I/AAAAAAABhUk/grsHJ993lpoiZvdcLuAYElE3WSjxdWMLACLcBGAs/s1600/Vaccine%2Bdoctors%2Bsays%2Bunvaccinated%2Bchildren%2Bare%2Bmuch%2Bhealthier%2BRAGE.jpg


He said his wife was pregnant, and after the information I’ve given him tonight, he might reconsider. 

This was a doctor y’all. 

He was roughly in his 30’s. 

I asked him if he knew of the toxins in the vaccines & he stated no.

I told him to go grab the vaccine, & also grab the paper with the ingredients.

He read out loud everything I stated to him regarding ingredients and side effects. 

His mouth was almost on the floor, & he thanked me for informing him.

He admitted that they hardly get any studies or information about vaccines in med school.

They just learned they’re mandatory. 

That’s one more person I helped open their eyes to the dangers of vaccines! 

If I’m doing this at least once a day, I’m helping save so many children from a lifetime of vaccine injury or possible
death! 

We will win this fight!” ~ Sarah B."

Go deeper

Dr.  Paul  Thomas MD Reveals  How Autism Is  Linked  To Vaccines,  Why Vaccinated Kids  Are  Sicker  Than
Unvaccinated Children, When All Vaccines Disappear; It Would Make Zero Difference - What Happens If All
Vaccines Were Banned? Where Would Health Outcomes Be Better Overall?
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2019/04/dr-paul-thomas-md-reveals-how-autism-is.html

HUNDREDS OF DOCTORS HAVE COME OUT IN PUBLIC AND RISKING THEIR
JOBS TO FIRMLY STATE THAT VACCINES ARE UNSAFE; WILL YOU LISTEN TO
THEM, OR BLINDLY BELIEVE THE FOR PROFIT VACCINE INDUSTRY THAT DOES
NOT CARE ABOUT SAFETY?

https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2019/04/dr-paul-thomas-md-reveals-how-autism-is.html


This news and information will not be aired on the mass media, because their major source of income is the
drug/vaccine/medical industry. The corporate mass media is in bed and married to the medical monopoly, and
helps them promote the debunked hormesis theory, that poisons, toxic chemicals and ionizing radiation is good
and healthy for you. DOH! 

Why is America the only civilized country that allows these medical monopoly ads on TV? 

Got brainwashing and propaganda?

Go deeper

Bill Moyers And Bernie Sanders; Why Huge Corporate Owned Media Shouldn’t Get Bigger, Why The Press Is
Only Free In The US For Matters That Do Not Involve Threats To Huge Corporate Profits
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/05/bill-moyers-and-bernie-sanders-why-big.html

Hundreds Of Medical Doctors Public Statements/Videos Explaining How And Why Vaccines Are Not Safe And/Or
Effective, Pediatrician With 13,000 Children Reports Vaccinated Children Are Sicker, 28 Studies Confirm Autism
Link To Vaccines
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/07/hundreds-of-medical-doctors-public.html

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/07/hundreds-of-medical-doctors-public.html
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/05/bill-moyers-and-bernie-sanders-why-big.html
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-nKisgjyn6NQ/WprG4sVttbI/AAAAAAABhVE/qR2RmltnHUk9wN3VUAB-E2YuHFVZIDdygCLcBGAs/s1600/vaccines%2Bdoctors%2Blist%2Bagainst%2Bvaccines%2Band%2Blinks%2BBeka%2BMc.jpg


DANGER! READ THE VACCINE INSERT THAT COMES WITH EVERY VACCINE
BOX; NOT THE INFORMATION HANDOUT THAT DOCTORS AND NURSES GIVE
YOU

The  medical  monopoly  for  profit  system  makes  HUGE
PROFITS from vaccines. Combine this hidden profit motive, along with the hiding the negative side effects from
vaccines which cause HARM and deaths, and what do you have? Do you still trust this industry absolutely and
unconditionally?  Medical  doctors and nurses  are  taught  the hormesis  theory.  This  theory  claims that  giving
people toxic, poisonous, or radioactive things will keep them from getting sick, or return them to health. 

Actual studies trying to confirm the hormesis theory prove the opposite. Even the list of negative side effects
proves that harm results from expensive, patented drugs, vaccines, chemicals, ionizing radiation, heavy metal
poisons. 

Note that any of the following things may happen at any point within several weeks of getting an injection. This is
NOT a complete list. 

Be an informed consumer. 

READ THE VACCINE INSERT AND SPECIFICALLY ALL OF THE NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS BEFORE
MAKING AN INFORMED DECISION TO ACCEPT THE RISKS.

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-dc0VWH0Z_tk/WprHC83vzOI/AAAAAAABhVI/Be9mdGZTQT4kdCRsWt_1JaCcT1ZST1sXgCLcBGAs/s1600/vaccine%2Binsert%2Band%2Bdifference%2Bfrom%2Binformation%2Bhand%2Bout%2Bgiven%2Bby%2Bdoctors%2BBeka%2BMc.jpg


Via Dee Latta Here is a list of adverse events as they are mentioned in the vaccine inserts, provided by the
manufacturers. These are for the vaccines Australian children get up to age 18 months (flu shot not included).
The list is not complete and there might be some doubles.

- abdominal pain/cramps

- acute disseminated encephalomyelitis

- agitation

- alcohol intoxication

- alopecia

- anaphylactic shock

- angina pectoris

- anorexia

- aplastic anaemia

- apnea

https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-XogU1VnBPyc/Wpq6vOg0bHI/AAAAAAABhUA/ArKefEQFPqALmPtQBFjLMV58nAdFuw87wCLcBGAs/s1600/Vaccine%2Bnegative%2Bside%2Beffects%2BDee%2BLatta.jpg


- arthralgia

- arthritis

- aseptic meningitis

- ataxia

- back pain

- Bell’s palsy

- bronchitis

- bronchspasm

- candidiasis

- cellulitis

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-SvN2ffegtM0/WprJwE_hMTI/AAAAAAABhVk/kL7offaAQ3UBCSGUcKT9Fz862977C8t_QCLcBGAs/s1600/CDC%2Brecommends%2Bseveral%2Bvaccines%2Bat%2Bsame%2Btime%2Bchildren%2Bdie%2Bmore%2Boften%2Bafter%2Bthis%2Bin%2Bstudy%2Bvaccinations%2Bkill%2BDee%2BLatta.jpg


- cerebrovascular accident

- chills

- conjunctivitis

- constipation

- cough

- crying for long periods

- cyanosis

- death

- dehydration

- depression

- diabetes

- diarrhoea

- dizziness

- dyspepsia

- dysuria

- earache

- ecchimosis

- eczema

- edema

- encephalitis

- encephalopathy

- epistaxis

- erythema

- erythema multiforme

- extravasation blood

- fatigue

- fever

- flatulence

- flushing

- gastroenteritis



- guillain barre syndrome

- headache

- heart failure

- hematochezia

- Henoch-Schönlein purpura

- herpes simplex

- herpes zoster

- hypotension

- hypotonic/hyporesponsive

- Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura

- impetigo

- influenza

- insomnia

- intussusception

- irritability

- Kawasaki disease

- lethargy

- leukocytosis

- lupus

- lympadenopathy

- lymphadenitis

- malaise

- measles like rash

- migraine

- mouth ulcer

- multiple sclerosis

- muscle weakness

- myalgia

- myocardial infarction

- nausea



- neck stiffness

- nerve deafness

- ocular palsies

- optic neuritis

- orchitis

- pain at the injection side

- pain/stiffness in arm, shoulder, or neck

- pancreatitis

- panniculitis

- paresthesia

- parotitis

- peripheral neuropathy

- petechiae

- pharyngitis

- pneumonia

- polyneuropathy

- pruritus

- rash

- redness at the injection side

- regional lymphadenopathy

- retinitis

- retrobulbar neuritis

- rhinitis

- rhinorrhea

- runny nose

- seizures

- serum sickness

- shoulder pain

- SIDS

- sinusitis



- somnolence

- Stevens-Johnson syndrome

- sweating

- swelling at the injection side

- thrombocytopenia

- tingling

- tinnitus

- transverse myelitis

- tremor

- ulcerative colitis

- upper respiratory tract illness

- urinary retention

- urticaria

- varicella like rash

- vasculitis

- vomiting

- weakness

- wheezing"

DESPITE VACCINATING MORE CHILDREN WITH MORE VACCINES THAN ANY
OTHER DEVELOPED NATION IN THE WORLD, THE US HAS THE WORST HEALTH
OUTCOMES, INFANT DEATH RATE AND DISEASE RATES OF ALL NATIONS; WHY
IS THAT? 



What happens if America goes down the road of injecting toxic heavy metals, vaccines, patent drugs, ionizing
radiation into billions of people globally? What happens if this is combined with a tech based lifestyle of sitting
and doing nothing physically plus a SAD diet? DOH!

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-d2p453nOrgg/XPgBjJykbNI/AAAAAAACEUo/aaefK5HODecW2nM7VzF4oUGtPYeLGnYjQCLcBGAs/s1600/children%2Bdisease%2Brates%2BUS%2BThe%2BFarmacy.jpg


Go deeper

Dr Russell Blaylock MD; How Vaccines Harm Child Brain Development - How Vaccines Are Made - Germ Theory
Debunked  -  No  Allergy  Testing  Of  Children  Before  Injection  Of  Triggers  Causing  Fatal  Allergic  Reaction  -
Shocking Vaccine Victims Testimony - Natural/Breastfeeding Demonized
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/shocking-testimony-about-vaccines.html

MILITARY VACCINATES SOLDIERS MORE THAN EVEN THE CIVILIAN SCHOOL
POPULATION,  BUT  THAT  STILL  DOES  NOT  STOP  OUTBREAKS  OF  DISEASES
BEING VACCINATED AGAINST

71% OF MILITARY AGE AMERICANS TOO SICK TO JOIN, STUDY SAYS
MARCH 3, 2018 A GREEN ROAD DAILY NEWS
According to a new study by the Heritage Foundation, nearly 71% of young U.S. citizens are ineligible to serve in
the military. To be more specific, out of 34 million people, between the ages of 17 and 24, more than 24 million
are unable to join the military. Sixty percent of those ineligible to join are ineligible due to health problems or
physical fitness.
via Natural Blaze 71% of Military Age Americans Too Sick to Join, Study Says

https://www.naturalblaze.com/2018/03/71-percent-military-age-americans-too-sick-join.html?utm_source=Natural+Blaze+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=e9578e1e2a-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b73c66b129-e9578e1e2a-388079081
https://agrdailynews.com/author/agreenroad/
https://agrdailynews.com/2018/03/03/71-of-military-age-americans-too-sick-to-join-study-says/
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/shocking-testimony-about-vaccines.html
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-1dWcWC-g7eY/XPgCVQ5p0SI/AAAAAAACEU8/Bjbc1SU6yXg1IU2JuP9KpW_RkHCq1AD8ACLcBGAs/s1600/Vaccines%2Binfant%2Bmortality%2Brate%2Bin%2BUSA%2Bgrowth%2Bin%2Bnumber%2Bof%2Bvaccines%2Bgraph%2BBrian%2BRogers.jpg


Tennessee Coalition for Vaccine Choice RFK, Jr.: “This Naval War Ship, USS FT McHenry, has been wandering
the Persian Gulf for three months, unable to dock due to a galloping mumps outbreak caused by Merck’s MMR
vaccine. The ship is likely to spend many more months adrift since naval regulations require full quarantine for 50
days after the last case and new infections appear every week among the ship’s 700 fully vaccinated marines
and sailors.

In order to qualify for a government granted MMR monopoly, FDA required Merck to prove that each MMR
component had a 95% efficacy. The Mumps component stalled out at 69% and efficacy quickly waned. Mumps is
a harmless disease in childhood but very dangerous for adults. 

Merck  knew  that  such  an  anemic  immune  response,  rather  than  preventing  mumps,  would  simply  delay
outbreaks until older age when mumps can cause grave injuries including sterility. Nevertheless, Merck ordered
its scientists to spike human blood samples with rabbit antibodies to fool regulators, and when that didn’t work, to
falsify lab results. 

Merck got  its monopoly and now a generation of  college kids and soldiers are suffering dangerous mumps
outbreaks. My niece at Penn currently has mumps and the disease has devastated fully vaccinated populations
at Harvard, Temple, Syracuse, Louisiana State, IU, U of Missouri and many others. Not wanting to embarrass

https://www.facebook.com/TN4VaxChoice/?tn-str=k*F
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-SrHPejJLAOU/XPgEX3DObSI/AAAAAAACEVI/-pZ2A72ZjSMTPybvfQ40Vr1NL9vD8N_rwCLcBGAs/s1600/military%2Bship%2Bvaccine%2Bfailure%2Bmumps%2Boutbreak%2Bquarantine%2Bthree%2Bmonths%2Bat%2Bsea%2BTennessee%2BCoalition%2Bfor%2BVaccine%2BChoice.jpg


Merck, the press doesn’t cover these epidemics which have infected over 9000 young adults over two years
focusing instead on a tiny handful of measles outbreaks --affecting a few dozen children--which can be leveraged
to mandate Merck’s dangerous MMR for all Americans. 

Those bills doom the next generation to continual adult onset mumps infections. Corrupt regulators and easily
gulled legislators are all dancing according to Merck's choreography. Ironically, national security concerns lead to
waiver of rigorous prelicensing safety testing for all va$$ines. Now that policy is coming back to bite our military.”

See link to article below:
http://www.businessinsider.com/uss-fort-mchenry-sailors-are-still-falling-ill-in-viral-mumps-outbreak-2019-3

#MerckLawsuit
#Fraud

DESPITE TRUMP CLAIMING THAT AMERICA IS THE BEST IN EVERY CATEGORY,
THE TRUTH IS THE OPPOSITE

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/fraud?epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/mercklawsuit?epa=HASHTAG
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.businessinsider.com%2Fuss-fort-mchenry-sailors-are-still-falling-ill-in-viral-mumps-outbreak-2019-3%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0oGFnWaIR-xKCCDXLK_Ow8W0HxniY1wgLyIdQCIdOvpEpmgHWsrualPy4&h=AT3_sTopJLwOfr6r5xiYNvkwFpcsvT0XS1diqjhc9CFJjxct6VHwQ1ahoT2WNdSMsY-NQiBNU2BhCyvO-iaFMTZQVl8BeuMqfqlyL1lkjn342cIm3O2u8wblYLg1DMnrSh1DzZs
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-FMuqmSJgAss/XPgBz2a0-hI/AAAAAAACEUw/_i6Xx2pi9MwmVzqpGs1dqSPJ7G1ScSIEwCLcBGAs/s1600/America%2Bis%2Bnumber%2Bone%2Bin%2Bthese%2Bcategories%2Bglobal%2Bcomparison%2Bto%2Bother%2Bcountries%2Bcrime%2Bjails%2Bprisons%2Bco2%2B%2Brape%2Bcrime%2BBrandon%2BGregory.jpg


Why US Government Should Not Be Run As A Huge Corporation Business Under President Trump Or Anyone
Else;  When  Only  Corporations  Exist  And  Government  By  The  People  Disappears,  You  Have  Fascism,
Dictatorship, Totalitarianism, Via Racism, Militarism, Capitalism
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/04/why-government-should-not-be-run-as.html

WHAT  HAPPENS  TO  CHILDREN  OF  PARENTS  WHO  DON'T  PAY  ATTENTION,
WHO  REFUSE  TO  LOOK  AT  EVIDENCE,  DATA,  STUDIES,  AND  ACTUAL
EXPERIENCE OF HUNDREDS OF MEDICAL DOCTORS WHO ARE COMING OUT
AGAINST VACCINES?

Learning HOW to think, is even more important that knowing what to BELIEVE, just because some authority
figure said it. Question authority figures. Seek the truth by finding your own way, and doing your own research.
Remember that at one point not too long ago, all of the 'authorities' and even scientists believed in a flat earth,
stationary in space. 

Dee Latta If  your  4  month old  these days has
been hospitalized TWICE after a vaccine, I'm sorry, but you are obviously NOT using your brain. Critical thinking
skills, you know??

Type into Google: VACCINE REACTIONS (the potential for further reactions, even death)

My son had his 2nd almost fatal reaction at the age of 4 moths old, 34 years ago. I had no Google to go to. I
could only go by what our Dr God told us.. Had I had internet access 34 years ago, there definitely would never

have been a second set of vaccines given to my son. :/

That poor babe.. :'( " 

Go deeper

Flat Earth Theory In Bible And Koran - Explore The Mystery, Learn How To Find Deeper Truths - Is It Better To
Learn How To Think Rather Than What To Think? Learn To Use Deep Inquiry, Via Multi Dimensional Thinking
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/05/mystery-earth-does-not-orbit-motionless.html

People are taught to NOT THINK, NOT QUESTION, NOT ANALYZE and NOT GO DEEP. Most people stay on a
surface shallow layer of life, being outraged, fearful, hate filled and lashing out at everyone who offends them
with personal  attacks.  Debate is  not  even a consideration,  even for  many journalists,  who are supposed to
INFORM people. The mass media offers no value or meaning with their nightly 'news' segments, that only instill
fear and hysteria, rather than information filled with value and meaning. The difference between journalism and
National Enquirer type of sensationalism is generating fear, while offering no facts that add value or meaning.

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/05/mystery-earth-does-not-orbit-motionless.html
https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/04/why-government-should-not-be-run-as.html
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-YkDCEkfoNSw/WprbUSHc43I/AAAAAAABhWQ/1qrzwV-GzOkPcyBU33dxVGTyqLG1mAKGACLcBGAs/s1600/what%2Bhappens%2Bwhen%2Byou%2Bvaccinate%2Bmad%2Bat%2Bpeople%2Bwho%2Bdo%2Bvaccinate.jpg


Real Time with Bill Maher In his editorial New Rule, Bill chastises the media for pitting Americans against each 
other with phony controversies.VIDEO:  https://youtu.be/UL67FQ_uGBg  4 min

HYPER FEAR; The Installation Of The Fascist Corporate Shackles On All Americans Via Stolen Supreme Court
Seat, Stolen Election, Stolen Democracy, Fake President, Fake News, And Fear Mongering In Corporate Owned
Mass Media, Which Is Now Like National Enquirer
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/04/hyper-fear-and-installation-of-fascist.html

Have you noticed how the mass media presents only the vaccine industry point of view, as it is repeated over and
over  again,  together  with  lots  of  fear,  and  hyper  alarmism  about  'outbreaks'?  The  medical  doctors  and
organizations opposed to vaccinating everyone no matter what, are not given any air time at all. Why is that? 

Journalism is about giving both sides equal time and allowing viewers to make up their own minds. 

STUDY  FINDS  THAT  THE  MOTHERS  WHO  REFUSE  TO  VACCINATE  THEIR
CHILDREN  ARE  INTELLIGENT,  WELL  EDUCATED,  VALUE  SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE  AND  HAVE  RESEARCHED  VACCINES  IN  DEPTH,  MORE  THAN
MOST DOCTORS AND NURSES

https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/04/hyper-fear-and-installation-of-fascist.html
https://youtu.be/UL67FQ_uGBg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCy6kyFxaMqGtpE3pQTflK8A


Dee Latta "Mothers who don't vaccinate their children are highly educated, value scientific knowledge and are
sophisticated at researching vaccines" [i]

"An excellent wife who can find? She is far more precious than jewels. The heart of her husband trusts in her,
and he will have no lack of gain." Proverbs 31:10-11(ESV)

[i] Kim SS, Frimpong JA, et al. Effects of maternal and provider characteristics on up-to-date immunization status
of children aged 19 to 35 months. Am J Public Health 2007 Feb; 97 (2): 259-66" 

Have you done your research on vaccines, or do you blindly believe everything that the medical monopoly tells
you to believe, without questioning ANYTHING? 

Go deeper

Dr. Alvin H Moss MD And CNN; Government Vaccine Court (VAERS) Admits Autism Caused By Vaccination, Dr.
Chris Shaw There Is No Science Or Research Proving Vaccines Cause Autism Or Seizures - 41 Studies Show
Vaccines Cause Autism/Seizures, Aluminum And Autism/Alzheimers
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/11/cnn-government-vaccine-court-admits.html

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/11/cnn-government-vaccine-court-admits.html
https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
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DO YOU KNOW WHAT IS IN THE VACCINE YOU ARE INJECTING? DEBUNKING
THE HORMESIS THEORY

Ask your doctor or nurse. 

Do they know what is in a vaccine? 

Ask your doctor or nurse for a list of vaccine ingredients, just like a food product in a retail grocery store. Why is
this  not  provided  and  fully  disclosed  to  everyone  before  being  injected?

Want  more  proof?

Read the insert AND the box label that the vaccine comes with. The box label is below, and it definitely does
NOT list all of the ingredients. Why not?

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-G0-nB6BMGz0/Wpq9FMKTjxI/AAAAAAABhUY/j8Ak2Ii2vGIJwXXGvwnff9iRXAfl1r_agCLcBGAs/s1600/vaccine%2Bwhat%2Bis%2Bin%2Bit%2Bingredients%2BBeka%2BMc.jpg


What does your common sense tell you would happen if you repeatedly injected a toxic heavy metal, combined
with a toxic chemical, plus many other toxic ingredients, into the bloodstream directly, thus bypassing all of the
bodies defense systems? 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-lKKIxfKqo2g/WprI8BdLHLI/AAAAAAABhVc/t9qQe0DWE5M6iRx__XpQqi4ORqe-6-RLwCLcBGAs/s1600/Flu%2Bvaccine%2Bmercury%2Bformaldehyde%2BDee%2BLatta.PNG


Go deeper

Study Confirms Mercury Autism Link, Thimerosol Mercury Study Confirms Neurological Problems; Autism Link
Cover  Up In  Secret  Vaccine  Manufacturers  Meeting,  Monkey Study Confirms Autism Connection,  Pregnant
Women Autism Study, Robert Kennedy Jr.
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/robert-kennedy-jr-explains-dangers-of.html

Via Dennis Dragomir

Bottom line, the medical hormesis theory around heavy metal poisons and vaccine safety and effectiveness is
now debunked and disproven, just like the ionizing radiation has been, wouldn't you agree?

The pillars of the medical industrial complex support system
are falling fast, wouldn't you agree?

Go deeper if you still have doubts about this.

Mercury Heavy Metal Poisoning; Disease, Paralysis And Death - Hormesis Theory, Fluorescent Lamps, Dental
Amalgam, Fish,  Vaccines,  Cosmetics,  Medication,  Signs And Symptoms, Causes,  Prevention,  Detoxification,
Chelation
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/02/mercury-heavy-metal-poisoning-disease.html

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2016/02/mercury-heavy-metal-poisoning-disease.html
https://www.facebook.com/dennis.dragomir
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HOW  BIG  IS  THE  PROBLEM  WITH  VACCINE  CONTAMINATION?  WHO  IS
CHECKING TO MAKE SURE ALL VACCINES ARE FREE OF CONTAMINANTS?

CDC ADMITS 98 MILLION AMERICANS RECEIVED POLIO VACCINE IN AN 8-YEAR SPAN WHEN IT WAS
CONTAMINATED WITH CANCER VIRUS
MARCH 7, 2018 A GREEN ROAD DAILY NEWS

The CDC has quickly removed a page from their website, which WAS cached here (since removed by google so
you can view an image of the cache here), admitting that more than 98 million Americans received one or more
doses of polio vaccine within an 8-year span from 1955-1963 when a proportion of the vaccine was contaminated
with a cancer causing polyomavirus called SV40. It has been estimated that 10-30 million Americans could have
received an SV40 contaminated dose of the vaccine.

Here is a link to the cached CDC page

Michele  Carbone,  Assistant  Professor  of  Pathology  at  Loyola  University  in  Chicago,  has  recently  isolated
fragments of the SV-40 virus in human bone cancers and in a lethal form of lung cancer called mesothelioma. He

https://agrdailynews.com/author/agreenroad/
https://agrdailynews.com/2018/03/07/cdc-admits-98-million-americans-received-polio-vaccine-in-an-8-year-span-when-it-was-contaminated-with-cancer-virus/
http://preventdisease.com/images13/CDC_Polio.png


found SV-40 in 33% of the osteosarcoma bone cancers studied, in 40% of other bone cancers, and in 60% of the
mesotheliomas lung cancers, writes Geraldo Fuentes.

Dr. Michele Carbone openly acknowledged HIV/AIDS was spread by the hepatitis B vaccine produced by Merck
& Co. during the early 1970s. It was the first time since the initial transmissions took place in 1972-74, that a
leading expert in the field of vaccine manufacturing and testing has openly admitted the Merck & Co. liability for
AIDS.
via  CDC Admits 98 Million Americans Received Polio Vaccine In An 8-Year Span When It Was Contaminated
With Cancer Virus – InvestmentWatch

How big is the problem with ‘contamination’ in vaccines?

What are the quality controls used during manufacturing to prevent it?

Who audits the vaccine manufacturers, who have total and complete immunity from any harm caused by their
product, so they have zero incentive to keep these vaccines free of contaminants?

VACCINES ARE JUST LIKE DRUGS; HOW CORRUPT IS THIS SYSTEM OF DRUG
SAFETY AND VACCINE SAFETY CLASSIFICATION AND LAWS ANYWAYS? 

Another pillar of the for PROFIT medical industrial complex is the patent drug industry. How corrupted are they?
Do you trust them and the various government agencies to tell you what is dangerous and what is 'safe', as far as
patent drugs go? If  you answered yes, it  may pay to research how the government classifies drugs, versus
natural plant medicines like marijuana for example. Why is hemp plus marijuana classified as a Schedule 1
(MOST DANGEROUS) drug but it has never killed anyone, but drugs like Valium and Fentanyl are considered
much less dangerous, despite killing many people?

http://investmentwatchblog.com/cdc-admits-98-million-americans-received-polio-vaccine-in-an-8-year-span-when-it-was-contaminated-with-cancer-virus/
http://investmentwatchblog.com/cdc-admits-98-million-americans-received-polio-vaccine-in-an-8-year-span-when-it-was-contaminated-with-cancer-virus/


Dee Latta "I'm so blown away! This is how corrupt the DEA/FDA/ medical industry in America is. Cannabis is a
schedule 1 drug. This is the most harmful rating. Cannabis is a plant that never has killed anyone directly and is a
schedule 1 'drug'. 

In BC alone 2017, more than 1700 have died from Fentanyl. It's a schedule 2 drug. (remember this is safer!)

THE ENTIRE BIG PHARMA DRUG AND VACCINE MONOPOLY IS BASED MORE
ON DESIRE FOR ABSOLUTE POWER, RACISM AND GREED THAN ON IMPARTIAL
DESIRE FOR BETTER HEALTH OUTCOMES

https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-IU7JztB6NSU/WprHwIIUP3I/AAAAAAABhVQ/BgQ85IDSk4EYL036hBAbu9dsQf-yewtFgCLcBGAs/s1600/Drug%2Bclassification%2Bsystem%2BUSA%2BDEA%2BFDA%2Bdrug%2Bsafety%2Bsystem%2Bcorrupted%2BDee%2BLatta.jpg


The drug carfentanyl is 100x stronger. Strong enough to take down an elephant. Now hitting the streets. Still a
schedule 2 drug. 

Remember the drug Valium? Pretty potent stuff - but only a schedule 5 drug. Hey that's safe - you can almost put
it in cereal. 
Here's the secret - cannabis has huge health advantages that would include cancer and ptsd. Do you see what's
going on?" -- Scott Maclellan

Go deeper

Fentanyl Is Up To 10,000 Times More Potent And Dangerous Than Morphine Or Heroin, Used To 'Cut' Street
Drugs, Causing Epidemic Of Opioid Overdose Deaths; Patients Addicted To Medical Prescription Drugs Resort
To Street Drugs Like Heroin, Cut With Fentanyl
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/05/fentanyl-is-up-to-10000-times-more.html

President  Obama Favors  Legalizing  Marijuana,  Spanish  Town  Grows  Marijuana,  Raises  Revenue,  Medical
Marijuana Promoters  Sentenced To 20 Years  In  Jail,  100 Studies Prove MJ Is  Cancer  Fighter,  60  Studies
Medical Marijuana, CBD Oil Legal In UK

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/05/fentanyl-is-up-to-10000-times-more.html
https://www.facebook.com/scott.maclellan.71
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-DrwtsE7RABs/WprTmEiWNNI/AAAAAAABhV0/Ahd_U90RU149YrYy59jpdOmhB4TD0fREgCLcBGAs/s1600/war%2Bmongers%2BNixon%2Bracist%2Banti%2Bdrug%2Bpolicy%2Bquote.jpg


http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/03/spanish-town-decides-to-grow-marijuana.html

What if Cannabis Cured Cancer Movie? Marijuana History Exposes Drug Industry Eliminating The Competition,
To Create A Monopoly Drug Cartel, The Rick Simpson Oil Story, Veteran Facing Life In Prison For 1 Oz Of
Marijuana To Treat His PTSD
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/10/what-if-cannabis-cured-cancer-film-by.html

Portugal Decriminalized ALL Illegal Drugs In 2001; Drug Laws in Portugal Focus On Treatment Rather Than
Punishment, Addicts Are Ill, Not Criminals; Drug War Did Not Work And They Gave It Up, Getting Much Better
Results Now
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/09/drug-laws-in-portugal-more-progressive.html

Why are the safer, gentler, free natural health modality solutions illegal and not used in hospitals and clinics in
the US, but the dangerous, toxic, negative side effect filled, killing lots of people drugs, radiation, vaccines and
antibiotics are, and they are legal? Got Catch 22? 

Fluoroquinolone Antibiotics: (Cipro, Levaquin, Avalox, Noroxin, Floxin, Factive Many Reports of Severe Negative 
Side Effects, Such As; Nerve Damage, Tendon Damage, Central Nervous System Damage, Brain Damage, 
Hearing Loss, DNA Damage; Natural Antibiotics Suppressed

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/09/drug-laws-in-portugal-more-progressive.html
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/10/what-if-cannabis-cured-cancer-film-by.html
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http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/fluoroquinolone-antibiotics-reports-of.html

Factory Farm And Medical Overuse Of Antibiotics Use Creates 2 Million SuperBug Infections Like MSRA, And 
23,000 Deaths Each Year; List Of Natural Antibiotics And Anti Viral Modalities, Price Comparison Engine, Miracle
Drug Turning Into Nightmare Horror Story
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/06/factory-farm-antibiotic-use-creates-2.html

We have just dismantled another pillar of the medical industrial complex, around patent drugs and antibiotics,
which have numerous negative side effects, when compared with much safer plant based medicines such as
medical marijuana. 

DR.  JIM  MEEHAN,  M.D.  COMMENTS  ON  MANDATORY  VACCINATION
PROGRAMS AND WHERE THEY END UP GOING

What happens when you allow huge for profit corporations to establish laws, policies and control the government,
instead of the people who are supposed to be in charge? 

First, the corporations will lobby and pass laws that give them total immunity, so they can maximize profits and
eliminate all safety studies, protocols and common sense measures, as the vaccine industry has done. 

Next, these corporations will MANDATE their product is used and establish a MONOPOLY, where no competition
is allowed. But the problem with this process, is that when it is done, the result is absolute and total fascism. 

http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/06/factory-farm-antibiotic-use-creates-2.html
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/fluoroquinolone-antibiotics-reports-of.html


Dee Latta "...I will no longer vaccinate my children...

...because I am a well trained medical doctor and former medical journal editor that has studied the vaccine
research and analyzed both sides of the evidence.

...because I know how to read the medical literature, recognize bias and discern characteristics of good and
fraudulent research.

...because I know that too much of the science supporting vaccines is fraudulent drivel bought and paid for by the
vaccine manufacturers themselves.

...because  I  understand  the  risks  of  vaccination  as  well  as  the  benefits  of  my  children  and  grandchildren
encountering and overcoming the wild type diseases naturally.

...because  I  know  that  diseases  like  mumps,  measles,  and  chickenpox  aren't  dangerous  and  untreatable
diseases that justify the risk of injecting toxic ingredients into the tissues of my children.

...because I have seen the evidence of neurotoxicity from ingredients like aluminum, polysorbate 80, human DNA
and cellular residues from the human cells lines upon which many of the live viruses are grown.

...because I've seen vaccine manufacturers like Merck promote what they knew was bad medicine for profit, kill

https://www.facebook.com/dee.latta
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60,000 patients with Vioxx, and I have no reason to believe that they wouldn't do the same thing with vaccines,
especially when you consider they can't be sued when their vaccines maim or kill children.

...because I believe the vaccine industry has thoroughly corrupted the science and safety of vaccines.

...because  I  recognize  the  aggressive  and  unreasonable
tactics of a multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical industry desperately working to maintain the illusion of vaccine
safety, keep consumers consuming, grow their markets, and increase their profits.

...because I  have  met  so  many families  whose children  were  stolen  from them by  the  battery  of  vaccines
administered at pediatric vaccine visits.

...because I believe the U.S. vaccination program has become a progressively dangerous assault on the health
and lives of the children of America.

...because I am awake and aware, I will not vaccinate, nor will I remain silent as the pharmaceutical and medical
industries pretends that vaccines are safe and effective..."

-- Dr. Jim Meehan, M.D.

American Physicians And Surgeons And Libertarians Strongly Opposes Mandatory Vaccinations; They Are Like
Forced  Nazi  Experimentation,  Violates  Informed  Consent;  Violates  AMA Medical  Ethics  Statement,  Violates
Physicians Hippocratic Oath, Violates Nuremburg Code, Free Will/Choice
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/07/mandatory-vaccinations-are-like-forced.html

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU ALLOW HUGE FOR PROFIT CORPORATIONS TO
CONTROL,  BUY  OFF,  AND  SUBVERT  THE  WILL  OF  THE  PEOPLE  IN  A
GOVERNMENT THAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE RULED BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE
PEOPLE? 

How many boxes did you check off? 

https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/07/mandatory-vaccinations-are-like-forced.html
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DON'T SIT THIS ONE OUT OR STAY QUIET

THIS IS NOT A BLACK AND WHITE ISSUE; IT IS NOT JUST ABOUT VACCINES OR
NO  VACCINES;  IT  IS  ABOUT  FREEDOM  OF  CHOICE  AND  HAVING  MANY
OPTIONS  AVAILABLE  THAT  ADDRESS  THE  ISSUES  INVOLVED  AND  THEN
CHOOSING THE ONE WITH LOWEST RISK, LOWEST COST AND LEAST HARM

What if there is another way of dealing with health challenges and issues, such as the flu, measles, mumps and
other things that people are told to believe that there is no other solution, other than vaccines?
Individuals with low levels of Vitamin D are prone to infections, including colds and flu. Get adequate Vitamin D
on a daily basis, especially during the winter months when sun exposure is minimal. Studies have shown that this
vitamin is a great preventative against colds and flu, with must less risk than a vaccine. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-ysfcMc_dvIA/WprlqkjbifI/AAAAAAABhWs/Qvm7j2rnD6MnvyzcDMXmoToJnMZLVpttACLcBGAs/s1600/Israel%2Bsilence%2Bis%2Bevil%2BSmall%2BPeople%2BAgainst%2BBig%2BGovt.png


Natural  Flu  Remedy;  Pandemic,  Flu,  Cold,  Viruses,  Sepsis,  Plague;  How To Make And Use  Four  Thieves
Vinegar Formula With Anti Viral,  Anti  Bacterial,  Anti  Fungal,  Anti  Germ Properties, Study Confirms Essential
Herbal Oils Works On Viruses, Compared To Flu Vaccine
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2018/01/pandemic-flu-cold-viruses-plague-how-to.html

Apple Cider Vinegar; Good For Skin, Hair, Health And Acid/Alkaline Balance, Anti Fungal, Anti Bacterial, Anti
Viral, How To Make Your Own Apple Cider Vinegar At Home, 16 Benefits Of Apple Cider Vinegar On Health
Issues, Such As Weight, Migraines, Gout
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2013/04/apple-cider-vinegar-benefits-for-skin.html

Dr. Robert Becker MD; Colloidal Silver Is Anti Viral, Anti-Fungal, Anti Bacterial, Anti Inflammatory, Anti Big C - Dr
Axe; 8 Proven Colloidal Silver Benefits, Uses, Proof That Vaccines Are Not Needed? Protocols For Colloidal
Silver
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/08/natural-health-remedies-and-protocols.html

Cold/Flu Remedies,  Homeopathic  Remedy Oscillococcinum
Under  Attack,  Homeopathic  Practicioner  Gabrielle  Traub  Discusses  Remedies  For  Cold  And  Flu,  Several
Placebo-Controlled, Double-Blind Evaluations Prove Homeopathic Remedy Works
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2012/05/coldflu-homeopathic-remedy.html

Vitamin C - Anti Radiation, Anti Free Radical, Anti Cancer, Polio, Anti Infection, Anti Bacterial, Anti Viral, Scurvy
Prevention; List Of Foods Plus Herbs That Fight Cancer; Wheatgrass,  Flax Seed, Dulse, Cilantro, Turmeric,
Lemons, Sprouts, More
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/06/pine-needle-tea-is-high-in-vitamin-c.html

Black Elderberry; Most Anti-Viral Substance Known To Man, How to Kill The Flu with Black Elderberry - The Wise
Alternative, Sambucol vs Tamiflu - A Proven, Natural, Safer, Cheaper Alternative To Drugs With Negative Side
Effects
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All Natural Homeopathic Immunizations, Homeoprophylaxis, Nosode Homeopathic Vaccines; Are Homeopathic
'Vaccines'  A More Sustainable Medicine Solution Than DNA Contaminants, Heavy Metals, Toxic Chemicals?
Court Case Proves Anti Viral Homeopathic Remedy Works
http://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2017/07/all-natural-homeopathic-immunizations.html

AGR takes no position on vaccines one way or the other. Investigate, research, ask questions, read the warning
insert that comes inside the box that the vaccine is shipped in, and then make a decision after consulting with
your health professional and hopefully asking them lots of questions. Ultimately, you get to make the decision,
and take the risks.
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ART AND MUSIC ACTIVISM; SADE AND SMOOTH OPERATORS

Where double crossing is legal and ordinary.. his heart is cold... he is a smooth operator...

Sade - Smooth Operator
MUSIC VIDEO: https://youtu.be/lgAmno8icDM

https://youtu.be/lgAmno8icDM


WHAT  YOU  CAN  DO;  ENDORSE,  LEARN,  TRANSFORM,  DONATE,  SHARE,
SUPPORT, SPONSOR, CONNECT, COMMENT, AND/OR COLLABORATE
DONATE

Please help AGRP get this news out... thanks for your generous and very appreciated support!
What you support grows and expands. What you withhold support from shrinks, shrivels and
disappears.  Even  .50  cents  per  month  is  a  great  help.  What  is  teaching  the  science  of
sustainable health worth?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Donate To A Green Road Project;  Help Dr. Goodheart  Teach How To Make A Positive
Difference For Seven Future Generations Of Children, Animals, Plants And The Planet
https://www.agreenroadjournal.com/2014/07/donate-to-green-road-project-dr.html
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JOIN THE NETWORK OF OTHER ACTIVISTS; PLUG INTO AGRP

* Join the AGR Network. Forward this or any other article by clicking on the social media facebook, google
plus and/or twitter buttons below any AGRP article. The first step for activists is to bring awareness of an
issue to the public, by being informed yourself. Which news and information network do you prefer to plug
into and network with?

Follow A Green Road Daily News on Wordpress
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 Dr. Goodhearts Professional Network on LinkedIn
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Subscribe to; A Green Road Project magazine, monthly issues
It is easy to join the AGRP network, and your email will never be rented, sold or shared.

Subscribe/sign up, give feedback, or offer news tips or story ideas by sending an email to agreenroad@gmail.com . Subscribe by
typing the word subscribe in the subject line.

COPYRIGHT

"Copyright Disclaimer under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, "ALLOWANCES ARE MADE FOR
FAIR USE" for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship and research.
Fair use is a use permitted by copyright statute, that otherwise might be infringing. Non-profit, educational or
personal use tips the balance in favor of fair use." For more info go to:www.lawcornel.edu/uscode.
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Copyright protected material on this website is used in accordance with 'Fair Use', for the purpose of study,
review or critical analysis, and will be removed at the request of the copyright owner(s). Please read Notice
and Procedure for Making Claims of Copyright Infringement.
WHAT YOU CAN DO: SHARE THIS ARTICLE
A Green Road; Teaching the Science of Sustainable Health. 

Keep asking - what works for 7 future generations without causing harm? 

Support AGR and share this article via by copying and pasting title and url into;

Twitter, Facebook, Email, Tumbler, Reddit, Stumbleupon, Pinterest, Instagram, Word
press and on Buffer
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Dr Zona MD; Effect Of Vaccines On Immune System Strength - Why Do ER Doctors Never Get Sick? People
Getting Flu Vaccine Emit 630 Percent More Flu Virus Into Air - Why Is US  Only Country With Drug Ads On Mass
Media? Debunking The Allopathic Germ Theory 

Website and contact page

INDEX PAGE

A Green Road Project - Science Of Sustainable Health Open Source Commons Knowledge Database
- Click in search box in upper right corner and type in search term to find any related article(s)

Disclaimer: This article is not intended to provide medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Views expressed here
do not necessarily reflect those of A Green Road or its staff.
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The information published here is not intended as a substitute for personal medical advice. Before making any
decision regarding your health, please consult a physician or other qualified health-care practitioner.
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treat,  cure,  or  prevent  any  diseases  or,  medical  problems.  It  is  not  intended  to  replace  your  doctor's
recommendations. The information is provided for educational purposes only. Nutritional benefits may vary from
one person to another. Seek out a medical professional before using any of this information.
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CONTENT DISCLAIMER

The views and opinions expressed in the media, articles or comments on this site are those of the speakers or
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions held by A Green Road. The editorial staff of A
Green Road oversees and administers the site based on our editorial policy but should not be held accountable
for all of the information you may find on this web site.

A Green Road does not warrant the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the information contained on our
website. If you have a particular complaint about something you've found on this web site, please contact us.
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THIS  GROUP,  WEBSITE OR VIDEOS ARE NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE OR TREAT ANY MEDICAL
CONDITION. PLEASE CHECK WITH YOUR HEALTH FOOD STORE OR NATURAL DOCTOR. YOU COULD
ALSO CHECK WITH A "HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL".

A Green Road is posting information on this website plus associated links and may be providing 'unlicensed'
(non-medical) healing arts and/or pastoral consulting services. Unless licensed by an individual state, A Green
Road is acting as a 'traditional' natural health expert, naturopath, herbalist, and/or homeopath in those states that
allow this, such as California and Nevada. This information is available worldwide. Posters are not licensed by
the  State  of  California,  Nevada  or  any  other  state  or  country  that  prohibits  practice  by  traditional  health
consultants as a medical ND; 'Naturopathic Doctor' or as a Medical Doctor - MD.
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